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General comment: The technical contents and descriptions are good enough to understand
about BRAN2020 reanalysis system. Main conclusion of the paper is about the contribution
of multi-scale data assimilation (DA) approach to resolve mesoscale features of ocean
conditions. Overall quality of the paper is fairly acceptable. But acceptance decision can be
made once a few requests are followed up and discussed.

Technical comments:
1. BRAN2020 combines both coarse and fine resolutions in its multi-scale DA approach.
One of the main issues is that sea ice model is not included. This naturally leads to what is
the benefit of increasing ocean model resolution without considering coupled sea ice ocean
modeling system. Concern is that the absence of realistic sea ice condition may
deteriorate the analysis result in high latitude areas. Not enough information is provided
about the issue along the high latitude areas.

2. As relatively fine scale ocean model is used in the multi-scale approach, another natural
question is about its benefit on circulation dynamics. Climate index comparisons are
described but questions still remain about dynamics: currents, transports, etc.

3. Super-observation scheme is used in the reanalysis run from 1993 to 2019. It will be
great if authors can provide information about overall computational cost and
quantification of observation data quality improvement of the super-obbing in the
BRAN2020 system.

4. In page 10 (line #217), authors used the term "we think" to talk about observation
error specification issue. They consider that better analysis result might be obtained if
larger error is used for avhrr sst data. To make a conclusive opinion, they have to provide
a direct evidence. A small set of analysis experiment might be possible. Without such a



direct evidence, it will end up to a simple guessing.

5. The study claims that multi-scale DA approach is beneficial even for non-argo time
period (especially before 2000). Most of the comparisons of the study is based on data
sets applied in the DA system. OISST and climate index comparisons are provided but
additional comparison can be made against another third party reanalysis products.

6. Additional minor editorial comments can be provided once enough technical discussion
and feedback is provided. 
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